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Gravitational-wave astronomy can give us access to the structure of black holes, potentially prob-
ing microscopic or even Planckian corrections at the horizon scale, as those predicted by some
quantum-gravity models of exotic compact objects. A generic feature of these models is the replace-
ment of the horizon by a reflective surface. Objects with these properties are prone to the so-called
ergoregion instability when they spin sufficiently fast. We investigate in detail a simple model con-
sisting of scalar perturbations of a Kerr geometry with a reflective surface near the horizon. The
instability depends on the spin, on the compactness, and on the reflectivity at the surface. The
instability time scale increases only logarithmically in the black-hole limit and, for a perfectly re-
flecting object, this is not enough to prevent the instability from occurring on dynamical time scales.
However, we find that an absorption rate at the surface as small as 0.4% (reflectivity coefficient as
large as |R|2 = 0.996) is sufficient to quench the instability completely. Our results suggest that
exotic compact objects are not necessarily ruled out by the ergoregion instability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several arguments have recently been put forward, sug-
gesting that new physics at the horizon scale might alter
or even halt the formation of black holes (BHs) during
the gravitational collapse [1–5]. In this context, several
models of exotic compact objects (ECOs) have been pro-
posed as alternatives to BHs [6–8] or simply as exotic
gravitational sources. In both cases, ECOs will be smok-
ing guns for new physics at the poorly-explored horizon
scale. While different models predict objects with rather
different properties, all ECOs have some features in com-
mon: their mass and compactness can be arbitrarily close
to those of a BH, and they do not possess an event hori-
zon.
The horizon scale is extremely challenging – if not im-
possible [9] – to probe through electromagnetic observa-
tions, but gravitational-wave (GW) astronomy gives us
access to the very structure of BHs, carrying unique in-
formation on the dynamical processes that lead to the
formation of an event horizon.
Following the recent detection of GWs from compact-
binary coalescences [10, 11], there has been a growing
interest in detecting or ruling out ECOs through GW
observations. It has been recently argued that puta-
tive corrections at the horizon scale will appear as GW
echoes in the postmerger ringdown phase of a binary co-
alescence [12, 13] (see also Ref. [14] for an earlier study,
and Refs. [15–17] for a debate on the evidence of this ef-
fect in the aLIGO data). Likewise, the measurement of
the tidal deformability of the two objects [18, 19], or of
their spin-induced quadrupole moment [20], during the
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late-time inspiral of the coalescence can also be used to
distinguish ECOs from BHs (for related work on other
GW signatures of ECOs, cf. Refs. [21–24]).
Most of these studies have been focused on static ob-
jects, neglecting the spin or including it in a simplistic
way. Nonetheless, the role of the spin is crucial for ECOs,
because highly-spinning, compact objects might turn un-
stable due to the so-called ergoregion instability [25] (for
a review, see Ref. [26]). The latter is an instability that
develops in any spacetime featuring a finite1 ergoregion
but without an event horizon: since physical negative-
energy states can exist inside the ergoregion – which is
key ingredient of the Penrose’s process [29] – it is en-
ergetically favorable to cascade toward even more neg-
ative states. The only way to prevent such infinite cas-
cade from developing is by absorbing the negative-energy
states. Kerr BHs can absorb radiation very efficiently
and are indeed stable even if they have an ergoregion,
but equally-compact horizonless geometries should turn
unstable when spinning sufficiently fast as they develop
an ergoregion.
The ergoregion instability has been proved for rotating
uniform-density stars [25, 26, 30–33], for highly-spinning
boson stars [34], and for superspinars [35, 36] (i.e., string-
inspired, regularized Kerr geometries spinning above the
Kerr bound [37]). The time scale of the instability de-
pends strongly on the spin and on the compactness [38]
of the object. In particular – because the unstable modes
are those that are long-lived in the nonspinning case – the
instability exists only for those objects which are com-
pact enough to possess a photon sphere [39], i.e. their
radius is smaller than the light-ring radius (cf. Ref. [26]
for a detailed discussion). The photon sphere is naturally
1 A counterexample to the instability is provided when the ergore-
gion extends all the way to infinity as in certain nonasymptoti-
cally flat geometries [27, 28].
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2present in all models of ECOs that modify the BH geom-
etry only at the horizon scale, for example by invoking
a surface located at microscopic or even Planck distance
from the would-be horizon.
The scope of this work is twofold. On the one hand,
we show for the first time that the ergoregion instabil-
ity generically affects ultracompact exotic objects with
a perfectly reflecting surface, and might have a crucial
impact on the phenomenology of these hypothetical ob-
jects. We show that the instability time scale actually in-
creases when the compactness of the object is extremely
close to the BH limit, but this increase is only logarith-
mic and therefore not enough to quench the instability,
even when the ECO surface is just a Planck distance
from the would-be horizon. On the other hand, we find a
generic effect that can prevent the ergoregion instability
from developing. Partial absorption smaller than 0.4%
(i.e., reflectivity only ∼ 0.4% smaller than unity) at the
surface is sufficient to quench the instability completely.
As discussed below, in an ECO this level of absorption
might be naturally provided by the viscosity of the body.
This finding has important consequences for the viability
of ECO models. Through this work, we use G = c = 1
units.
II. SETUP
A. Background geometry
We wish to describe geometries that modify the Kerr
metric only at the horizon scale, as in some quantum-
gravity scenarios [1–8]. Our model is therefore very sim-
ple: we consider a geometry described by the Kerr met-
ric when r > r0 and, at r = r0, we assume the presence
of a membrane with some reflective properties. Differ-
ent models of ECOs are then characterized by different
properties of the membrane at r = r0, in particular by a
(generically) frequency-dependent reflectivity. In Boyer-
Lindquist coordinates, the line element at r > r0 reads
ds2 = −
(
1− 2Mr
Σ
)
dt2 +
Σ
∆
dr2 − 4Mr
Σ
a sin2 θdφdt
+ Σdθ2 +
[
(r2 + a2) sin2 θ +
2Mr
Σ
a2 sin4 θ
]
dφ2 , (1)
where Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ and ∆ = r2 + a2 − 2Mr. We
assume that the energy and angular momentum of the
membrane are negligible, so that M and J := aM repre-
sent the total mass and spin of the object.
Motivated by models of microscopic corrections at the
horizon scale, in the following we shall focus on the case
r0 = r+ + δ , 0 < δ M , (2)
where r+ = M +
√
M2 − a2 is the location of the would-
be horizon. Although the above parametrization re-
quires a ≤ M , the latter condition is not strictly nec-
essary. In Appendix B we briefly consider violations of
the Kerr bound, a > M , complementing previous re-
sults done in the context of the ergoregion instability of
superspinars [35, 36]. Since we assume that δ is micro-
scopic or even Planckian, it is surely much smaller than
the gravitational radius of (super)massive dark objects.
Clearly, the smaller δ the larger the object’s compactness
M/r0, and δ → 0 corresponds to the BH limit. Since
r0 > r+, our background geometry does not have a hori-
zon, but features an ergoregion whose outer boundary is
rER+ = M +
√
M2 − a2 cos2 θ. On the equatorial plane,
the ergoregion extends up to r = 2M and therefore exists
whenever r0 < 2M .
The absence of Birkhoff’s theorem in axisymmetry im-
plies that the vacuum region outside a spinning object
is not necessarily described by the Kerr geometry. For
example, the spin-induced quadrupole moment of a com-
pact star is different from the Kerr value and depends on
the equation of state of the stellar interior. On the other
hand, even ultracompact density stars have a maximum
compactness which is anyway smaller than that of a BH,
and therefore the regime δ → 0 is meaningless in this
case. In those ECO models that admit a BH limit, there
are indications that all multipole moments of the exter-
nal spacetime approach those of a Kerr BH as δ → 0 [40].
This intriguing property holds true at least for thin-shell
gravastars [1, 40–43] and for strongly-anisotropic, incom-
pressible neutron stars [44, 45]. In fact, for δ → 0, it is
natural to expect that the exterior spacetime is extremely
close to Kerr, unless some discontinuity occurs in the BH
limit.
B. Linear perturbations
In order to study the stability of this geometry, we
consider the simplest case, namely a test scalar field gov-
erned by the massless Klein-Gordon equation, Ψ = 0,
where the D’Alembertian operator is defined on the met-
ric (1). It is convenient to decompose the scalar field as
follows
Ψ(t, r, θ, φ) =
∑
lm
∫
dωe−iωt+imφSlm(θ)Rlm(r) , (3)
where Slm(θ)e
imφ are the spheroidal harmonics, which
reduce to the standard scalar spherical harmonics when
a = 0 (cf., e.g., Ref. [46]). With the above decomposition,
the Klein-Gordon equation on the background (1) can be
separated in the following system of ordinary differential
equations [47]
d
dr
(
∆
dRlm
dr
)
+
[
K2
∆
− λ
]
Rlm = 0 , (4)
d
dx
(
(1− x2)Slm
dx
)
+
[
(aωx)2 +Alm − m
2
1− x2
]
Slm = 0 ,
(5)
3where x ≡ cos θ, K = (r2+a2)ω−am, and the separation
constants λ and Alm are related by λ ≡ Alm + a2ω2 −
2amω. When a = 0, the angular eigenvalues simply read
λ = l(l+1) whereas, when aω  1, Alm can be expanded
as [46]
Alm =
∑
n=0
f
(n)
lm (aω)
n . (6)
where f
(n)
lm are constant. By solving Eq. (5) via contin-
ued fractions [48], we have verified that the above expan-
sion is an excellent approximation of the exact numerical
eigenvalues whenever |aω| . 1 which – as we shall see – is
always the case for the fundamental modes when a < M .
It is convenient to simplify the radial equation (4) by
introducing Y = (r2 + a2)1/2R and the tortoise coordi-
nate r∗ such that dr∗/dr = (r2 + a2)/∆. This yields
d2Y
dr2∗
+ V Y = 0 , (7)
where the frequency-dependent, effective potential reads
V =
K2 −∆λ
(r2 + a2)2
− ∆
(
r
(
a2 + r2
)
∆′ +
(
a2 − 2r2)∆)
(a2 + r2)
4 ,
with a prime denoting a derivative with respect to r.
C. Boundary conditions
After imposing physical boundary conditions at infin-
ity and near r ∼ r0, Eq. (7) defines an eigenvalue prob-
lem whose (complex) eigenvalues [the quasinormal modes
(QNMs)], ω = ωR+i ωI , are the characteristic frequencies
of the system (cf., e.g., Ref [49] for a recent review). In
our conventions for the Fourier transform of the pertur-
bation [cf. Eq. (3)], a stable mode corresponds to ωI < 0,
whereas ωI > 0 corresponds to an unstable mode with
e-folding growth time scale τ := 1/ωI .
The proper vibrations of the object require no incom-
ing waves from infinity, i.e. [50]
Y ∼ eiωr∗ r →∞ . (8)
The presence of a horizon would require purely ingoing
waves as r → r+ (equivalently, as r∗ → −∞). However,
in our model some boundary condition has to be imposed
at r = r0 > r+. In general, the latter depends on the
physical properties of the ECO surface. For the sake of
generality, we shall consider several choices of boundary
conditions. The first case corresponds to a perfectly re-
flective surface [15, 51]. For this case, we consider two
sets of boundary conditions, namely{
Y (r0) = 0 Dirichlet
dY (r0)/dr∗ = 0 Neumann
. (9)
In particular, the Dirichlet condition implies that the
waves are totally reflected with inverted phase, whereas
the Neumann boundary condition implies that they are
totally reflected in phase. Note that, imposing the Dirich-
let condition on Y at the surface is equivalent to impos-
ing it directly on the Klein-Gordon field Ψ, whereas the
same is not true for the Neumann condition. The lat-
ter imposed on Y corresponds to a Robin-type boundary
condition on Ψ.
In the case of a perfectly reflecting surface, perturba-
tions experience an infinite potential well at r = r0, so the
internal geometry of the object does not play a role in the
stability analysis. However, a perfectly reflecting surface
is an idealization and, in reality, we expect that the sur-
face or the ECO can absorb at least a small fraction of the
radiation. The details of this case are model dependent
and should be analyzed on a case-by-case analysis. How-
ever, considerable insight can be gained by parametrizing
the properties of the interior through a generic reflection
coefficient. The generic solution of Eq. (7) near r ∼ r0
reads
Y (r0) ∼ Aouteikr∗(r0) +Aine−ikr∗(r0) , (10)
where k2 = V (r0), whereas Aout and Ain represent the
amplitude of the wave reflected and incident at the sur-
face, respectively. In order to account for a nonvanishing
absorption, we shall impose a further boundary condition
Aout = RAine−2ikr∗(r0) , (11)
where R is the reflection coefficient. It is straightforward
to show that Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condi-
tions (9) correspond to R = −1 and R = 1, respectively.
As expected, both boundary conditions (9) correspond to
|R|2 = 1, i.e. to perfect reflection. Note also that, were k
real, |R|2 would precisely define the fraction of reflected
scalar flux in units of the incident one at r = r0 [50].
However, in the small-δ limit, k = ω − mΩ + O(δ/M)
(where Ω = a/(2Mr+) is the angular velocity at the hori-
zon of a Kerr BH) and it is therefore complex for QNMs.
As we shall see, in the BH limit the imaginary part of the
QNM vanishes sufficiently fast, so that |e−2ikr∗(r0)|2 → 1
and therefore |R|2 ≈ |Aout|2/|Ain|2.
D. Numerical procedure
The boundary conditions (8) and either (9) or (11) can
be imposed on a numerical solution of Eq. (7) by using
a shooting method (cf., e.g., Ref. [52] for a review in the
context of BH perturbation theory). Starting with an
analytical high-order series expansion at large distances,
we integrate Eq. (7) from infinity inwards up to r = r0;
we repeat the integration for different values of (com-
plex) ω until the desired boundary condition (either one
of Eq. (9) or Eq. (11) with a specific value of R) is sat-
isfied. In the case of Eq. (11), we choose the root of
k2 = V (r0) such that the sign of the real part agrees
with sign(ωR −mΩ) as in the Kerr case. Physically, this
4corresponds to require that Aout and Ain are the ampli-
tudes of the reflected and incident wave also in a reference
frame co-rotating with the object.
When normalized by the mass M , the QNMs of the
system for a given set of boundary conditions depend
on two continuous, dimensionless parameters: the spin
a/M and the distance δ/M (or, equivalently, the com-
pactness M/r0). Furthermore, they depend on three in-
teger numbers, namely on the angular number l ≥ 0, on
the azimuthal number m (such that |m| ≤ l), and on the
overtone number n ≥ 0. We shall mostly focus on the
l = m = 1 fundamental modes (n = 0) which, in the
unstable case, correspond to the modes with the largest
imaginary part (i.e., with the shortest instability time
scale). In our numerical results, we also make use of the
symmetry [48]
m→ −m, ωR → −ωR , Alm → A∗l−m . (12)
The latter guarantees that, without loss of generality, we
can focus on modes with m ≥ 0 only.
III. ERGOREGION INSTABILITY OF ECOS
A. Perfect reflection, |R|2 = 1
We start by considering the case of a perfectly reflective
surface, i.e. by imposing Eq. (9) at r = r0. The two
choices of boundary condition correspond to two different
families of modes. In Fig. 1 we show these two families
for a static ECO as a function of the distance δ. In the
static case, the azimuthal number is degenerate and the
QNMs depend only on l and on the compactness.
Note that ωI < 0, i.e. in the static case the modes are
stable with damping time τ = 1/|ωI |. As discussed in
Refs. [12, 39], in the BH limit (δ → 0) the QNM frequency
approaches zero logarithmically2, whereas the damping
time becomes infinite, i.e., the modes become extremely
long lived. In Appendix A, we derive analytical estimates
for these modes in the small-frequency limit. In the non-
spinning case, the analytical result reads [30] (see also
Ref. [54])
MωR ' M
2|r0∗|
(ppi − Φ) ∼ | log |−1 , (13)
MωI ' −βl M|r0∗|
(2MωR)
2l+2 ∼ −| log |−(2l+3) , (14)
where  = δ/(2M), r0∗ = r∗(r0) ∼ 2M log , p is a posi-
tive odd (even) integer for Dirichlet (Neumann) bound-
ary conditions, Φ is the phase of the wave reflected at
2 The QNM frequency is related to the inverse coordinate time that
radiation takes from the light ring to the ECO surface [12, 13, 53].
In the context of GW postmerger phase, it is precisely the GW
echo frequency discussed in Refs. [12, 13, 15].
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FIG. 1. Real (top panel) and imaginary (bottom panel) part
of the fundamental QNM of an ECO with Dirichlet and Neu-
mann boundary conditions at r0 = 2M+δ as a function of the
distance δ for l = 1. The modes are stable and long lived with
ωI  ωR. Small-dashed curves correspond to the analytical
result derived in Appendix A [cf. Eqs. (13)–(14)], which is
valid for Mω  1.
r = r0, and βl =
(l!)4
[(2l)!(2l+1)!!]2 [55, 56]. In the small-
frequency limit described in Appendix A we find that
Φ ≈ 3pi as δ → 0, for both Dirichlet and Neumann bound-
ary conditions.
By using the definition k2 = V (r0) and the above
behavior for ω = ωR + iωI , it is easy to show that
kr∗(r0)→ 0 as δ → 0, and therefore |e−2ikr∗(r0)|2 → 1 as
previously anticipated. In Fig. 1 we compare the above
estimate with our numerical results. As expected, the
agreement between the analytical and the numerical re-
sults is better for the real part, since ωR  ωI . Overall
the agreement is good when Mω  1.
The fact that the imaginary part of the modes vanishes
as δ → 0 suggests that these modes can turn unstable in
the spinning case, due to the Zeeman splitting of the
frequencies. It is straightforward to check this fact, for
example by analyzing the small-spin limit. In this case,
to linear order in the spin, the degeneracy of m is broken
and the QNM can be written as (cf., e.g., Refs. [52, 57–
559])
ωR,I = ω
(0)
R,I +m(a/M)ω
(1)
R,I +O(a2/M2) , (15)
where ω
(0)
R,I are the (real, imaginary) part of the QNM in
the static case and ω
(1)
R,I are corrections of the order unity
which depend only on l and on δ. Since the sign of the
corrections depends linearly on m, when ω
(0)
I → 0 theO(a/M) term in the above equation can make ωI > 0
(either for m > 0 or for m < 0) even for very small
rotation rates.
This expectation is confirmed by our exact numerical
results (which are valid for arbitrary spin) displayed in
Fig. 2. We show the fundamental modes as a function
of the spin and for different values of the distance δ. In
Appendix A, we also compare the exact numerical results
with the small-frequency analytical approximation (cf.
Fig. 7). As previously explained, by making use of the
symmetry (12), we consider both negative and positive
frequencies but focus on m ≥ 0 without loss of generality.
The behavior of the two families of modes is qualita-
tively very similar. In particular, the frequency has a
zero crossing at some critical value of the spin, which
monotonically decreases as δ → 0. More importantly,
also the imaginary part of the frequency changes sign for
the same critical value (within our numerical accuracy).
This behavior is confirmed by the analytical results de-
rived in Appendix A and was also found in Ref. [26]
for ultracompact spinning stars. In other words, for
a > acrit the QNMs turn from stable to unstable when
ωR(acrit) = 0.
3 Note that the analytical results are valid
for Mω  1. This condition is satisfied near the crit-
ical spin acrit, whereas it is violated at large spin since
ωR → mΩ ∼ m/(2M) as δ → 0 and a ∼M .
As expected, the value of acrit depends on the compact-
ness. Figure 3 shows that acrit decreases logarithmically
as δ → 0. In the BH limit (δ → 0), the small-frequency
analytical approximation yields
acrit ∼ ppi − Φ0
m log(δ/M)
, (16)
where Φ0 = Φ(a = 0) ≈ 3pi [cf. Eq. (A9)]. The above
formula is compared to the numerical result in Fig. 3. As
clear from Figs. 2 and 3, for Neumann boundary condi-
tion the instability is more efficient. Furthermore, the
instability time scale is typically short. At large spin the
unstable modes have MωI ∼ O(10−5). This corresponds
3 As better shown in Fig. 4 for the R = ±1 cases, ωI as a func-
tion of the spin displays an inflection point at a = acrit. This
seems a generic feature of the instability, and suggests that at
least a third-order expansion in the spin is needed if one wishes
to properly investigate the instability in a slow-rotation approx-
imation. We also note that this property does not hold in the
partially-absorbing case, |R|2 < 1, discussed in the next sections.
to an instability time scale
τinstability ∼ 105M ∼ 5
(
M
10M
)
s , (17)
which is extremely short compared to typical astrophys-
ical time scales. For example, for an object with M =
10M, an imaginary part of the unstable QNM as small
as MωI = 10
−20 corresponds to a time scale comparable
to the Salpeter time for accretion, τS ∼ 4.5× 107 yr. On
the other hand, the instability time scale is parametri-
cally longer than the typical dynamical time scale of a
compact object, the latter taken to be the light-crossing
time ∼ M . Thus, it is unclear whether this instability
can play a crucial role in the dynamics of fastly spin-
ning ECOs, possibly preventing their existence. In the
next section we shall show that this conclusion would be
premature because this instability is very fragile.
Leaving aside for the moment the upcoming discus-
sion, from the result shown in Fig. 3 we can speculate
on the impact of the instability. The spin of several BH
candidates as measured by X-ray observations is close
to unity (cf. Ref. [60] for a review). For example, the
spin of Cygnus X-1 (as measured through different tech-
niques [60]) is a/M & 0.95. Similarly, the spin of su-
permassive BH candidates can be very high [61]. From
Fig. 3, a spin close to the Kerr limit is incompatible with
the ergoregion instability for any value of δ/M < 10−1.
More robust spin measurements come from GW astron-
omy. The BHs formed during the coalescences detected
by LIGO both have spin a/M ∼ 0.7 with percent error at
1σ level [10, 11]. In principle, were these objects ECOs
instead of BHs, according to Fig. 3 they should be un-
stable when δ/M < 10−4 or δ/M < 10−2 for Dirichlet or
Neumann boundary conditions, respectively. However, it
is unclear whether the ECO hypothesis can be ruled out
on the basis of this instability in the postmerger phase.
Indeed, it might be difficult to detect the effect of the
unstable mode (whose time scale is of the order of the
second or longer) on the postmerger GW signal which
lasts for a much shorter time scale (of the order of tens
of millisecond). The analysis of this effect goes beyond
the scope of this work, and might even be superfluous on
the basis of what we discuss in the next section.
B. The ergoregion instability is fragile
In this section we show that the ergoregion instability
of an ECO is slightly quenched in the BH limit (δ → 0)
and – most importantly – it is destroyed by introducing
a small absorption coefficient at the surface.
1. Large compactness (slightly) quenches the instability
Figure 4 shows a zoom-in version of the bottom pan-
els of Fig. 2 in the high-spin regime. Interestingly, the
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FIG. 2. Real (top panel) and imaginary (bottom panel) part of the fundamental QNM of an ECO as a function of the spin,
for l = m = 1 and for different values of the distance δ. The left and right panels refer to Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions at r0 = 2M + δ, respectively. The cusps in the imaginary part correspond to the threshold of the ergoregion
instability.
instability is not monotonous in the spin. For a given
compactness, ωI displays a maximum at large spin. This
feature is qualitatively reproduced also by the small-
frequency results, although the latter is not accurate at
large spin, since MωR ∼ 1/2. A numerical investigation
of the regime a = M shows that ωI(a = M) decreases
4 as
a function of δ. Indeed, we also observe that the height
of the maximum actually decreases when δ → 0. This
is better shown in the inset of the right panel of Fig. 4,
which shows the minimum value of the instability time
scale, τmin := 1/ω
max
I , as a function of δ for both Dirich-
let and Neumann boundary conditions.
In the explored range of δ/M (spanning more than 5
orders of magnitude) the behavior of τmin is logarithmic
and its values change only by a factor of a few. In the
BH limit, the data shown in the inset of Fig. 4 are fitted
4 In some cases we observe that the fundamental (n = 0) mode
becomes stable when a = M , but some overtone (n > 0) remains
unstable; overall, a preliminary analysis suggests that, in general,
the instability does not disappear when a = M .
by
τmin ≈ −α
(
M
10M
)
log(δ/M) s . (18)
where approximately α ≈ 0.2 for Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions. Clearly, exploring the δ → 0 regime is unfeasible
numerically5. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows that the maxi-
mum of the instability always occurs for large spin, where
ωRM ∼ 1/2 and also our small-frequency analytical ap-
proximation is unreliable. However, the absence of any
small parameter other than δ/M gives us some confidence
that the results shown in the inset of Fig. 4 have already
converged. By (hugely!) extrapolating the fit (18), we
obtain that even for δ/M ∼ 10−40 the instability time
scale can be as small as 20 s for a M = 10M object.
5 It is technically more challenging to explore the δ → 0 regime
with Neumann boundary conditions. This is why the curves in
Figs. 3 and 4 are truncated for δ/M . 10−5 in the Neumann
case.
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FIG. 3. Critical value of the spin above which an ECO with
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions becomes unstable
against the ergoregion instability. In the Neumann case, the
curve is truncated near δ/M ≈ 10−5 due to the difficulty
of tracking the modes numerically when δ → 0. The circles
represent the points at which the numerical result (on the
right of the marker) is glued with the analytical result [cf.
Eq. (16)] valid when δ → 0 (on the left of the marker). The
instability region refers to the fundamental l = m = 1 mode
and a/M ≤ 1. As discussed in Appendix B, there exists an
upper critical value of acrit > M above which the fundamental
l = m = 1 mode becomes stable again [36].
2. Partial absorption (|R|2 < 1) destroys the instability
The case of a perfectly reflecting surface is an idealiza-
tion which can never be realized in nature. In reality, we
expect a compact object to absorb part of the radiation
(e.g., through fluid mode excitations, dissipation, viscos-
ity, nonlinear effects, etc...). Given the fact that Kerr
BHs absorb efficiently the negative-energy modes that
might form inside their ergoregion, it is relevant to ask
whether some absorption at the ECO surface can quench
the instability previously discussed.
This is indeed the case, as shown in Fig. 5, where we
have considered small deformations near perfect reflec-
tivity, dubbed “quasi-Dirichlet” and “quasi-Neumann”
cases. The former is realized when R & −1, whereas
the latter is realized when R . 1. Clearly, both cases
are characterized by |R|2 . 1 which, from the discussion
of Sec. II C, implies that a fraction 1−R2 of the energy
flux incident near r = r0 is absorbed. Note that R can be
any complex number such that |R|2 ≤ 1. For simplicity,
we consider it to be real and frequency independent, but
we have checked that including a phase does not change
qualitatively our results.
Although not shown, the real part of the fundamen-
tal QNM is unaffected by different values of R (at least
as long as |R|2 ≈ 1 and R is frequency independent),
but their imaginary part changes drastically6. Indeed,
for a given compactness, the critical value acrit increases
as |R|2 decreases, up to a point at which the funda-
mental mode becomes stable. Figure 5 shows that for
δ/M = 10−4 the instability disappears completely when
|R|2 . 0.996, both for quasi-Dirichlet and for quasi-
Neumann conditions. The critical value of |R|2 is only
mildly dependent on δ, at least in the range δ/M ∈
(10−8, 10−3). Although we anticipated this result, it is in-
teresting that the amount of absorption needed to totally
quench the instability is rather small. Even for the most
unstable modes, an absorption rate at the level of 0.4% is
sufficient to quench the ergoregion-instability mode com-
pletely.
A natural question is whether this level of absorption
is achievable for an ECO. The properties of an ECO de-
pend on the specific model, but should generically be
even more extreme than those of an ordinary neutron
star. For neutron stars, the most efficient absorption
mechanism is due to viscosity. A rough estimate of the
kinematic viscosity yields [63]
ν ≈ 10−17
(
ρ
1014 g/cm
3
)5/4(
T
108K
)−2
s . (19)
where ρ and T are the typical density and temperature
of a neutron star, respectively. As a response of some
external perturbation, a viscous fluid can dissipate ra-
diation. The fraction of gravitational energy converted
into mechanical energy in a viscous, compressible fluid
was estimated in Refs. [64, 65], finding that the dissipa-
tion occurs through sound waves which propagate into
the interior of the fluid and through shear waves which
heat the surface. In the limit νω  1 which is valid in
the entire parameter space of interest, and after an an-
gle average, the fraction of absorbed energy in the flat
spacetime approximation reads [64]
e ∼ 64ρ
3ω2
(ων)3/2 (20)
≈ 0.004
(
M
r0
)27/4 [
103K
T
]3√
0.01
ωM
(
20M
M
)4
,
where in the last step we have normalized the physical
quantities by their typical values expected for an ECO
in the BH limit, namely density similar to that of a
fastly spinning Kerr BH, r0 ∼ M , and a low tempera-
ture. As a reference, the local temperature of an iso-
lated gravastar is of the order of the Hawking tempera-
ture T ∼ ~/(kBM) ≈ 10−7 K for M ∼ 20 M, even in
6 Incidentally, this behavior is akin to the one observed for the
QNMs of a small BH in anti de Sitter space [26, 62]. The real
part of the BH QNMs is the same as that of the normal modes of
anti de Sitter, whereas the presence of small absorption (provided
by the small BH horizon) introduces a small imaginary part.
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FIG. 4. Zoom-in version of the bottom panels of Fig. 2. The imaginary part of the mode displays a maximum at large spin. The
inset of the right panel show that the minimum instability time scale (i.e., the inverse of the maximum value of ωI) increases
as δ → 0 both for Dirichlet and Neumann conditions.
the absence of a horizon [1]. This temperature is negli-
gible in realistic astrophysical scenarios, and in practice
the object would be in thermal equilibrium with its much
hotter environment. The temperature of the interstellar
medium typically ranges between 10 K and 104 K, so the
normalization T ≈ 103 K adopted above might be consid-
ered as a conservative upper bound. Overall, the fraction
of absorbed energy depends strongly on the mass and the
temperature, and it is therefore model dependent; the
estimate in Eq. (20) is only indicative and shows that
absorption at percent level can be naturally achieved by
ECOs.
IV. CONCLUSION
Motivated by recent studies on quantum-gravity phe-
nomenology at the horizon scale, we studied the stability
of a model of ultracompact exotic object, consisting in
a Kerr geometry excised at r ≤ r0. We studied test
scalar perturbations on this geometry and imposed sev-
eral boundary conditions at r0 = r+ + δ (with δ  M),
which should account for different properties of the ECO
surface. We found two interesting properties:
1. For a perfectly reflecting surface, the model generi-
cally suffers from the ergoregion instability at rota-
tion rates above a critical value. This critical value
depends on the compactness and decreases loga-
rithmically as δ → 0. The instability time scale
slightly increases as δ → 0, but only logarithmi-
cally. For perfectly reflecting boundary conditions,
the ergoregion instability is much more effective
than accretion but its time scale is parametrically
longer than the dynamical time scale of compact
objects. Overall, in this idealized case the instabil-
ity might play an important role in the dynamics
of fastly-spinning ECOs.
2. The situation changes dramatically when the sur-
face is not perfectly reflective. A small absorption
at the level of ∼ 0.4% (corresponding to a reflectiv-
ity coefficient |R|2 ∼ 0.996) is sufficient to destroy
the instability even in the most unstable cases and
for any value of the spin. Moderately spinning ob-
jects need even smaller absorption rates to remain
stable against the ergoregion instability.
Altogether, our results suggest that fastly-spinning
ECOs with perfectly reflective boundaries might not be
viable objects but, at the same time, we expect any re-
alistic model to introduce some absorption, if only be-
cause of the interaction with the exotic material of the
body. Whether this is enough to quench the instability is
a question that can be analyzed for some specific model,
but a simple estimate based on the absorption of GWs by
a neutron star suggests that subpercent absorption can
be naturally achieved in ECOs [cf. Eq. (20)]. Further-
more, because the amount of absorption which seems to
be required to quench the instability is small, we expect
that previous studies based on perfectly reflecting objects
(e.g. concerning GW echoes [12, 13, 15] or the tidal Love
numbers [19]) would remain qualitatively (and probably
also quantitatively) correct even in the presence of ab-
sorption. Indeed, an absorption rate smaller than per-
cent level – as required for the model to allow for stable
rotating solutions – will not change significantly the GW
phenomenology of these objects. An interesting possibil-
ity that is worth studying is whether the amplitude of the
GW echoes [12, 13, 15] for spinning objects is amplified
by the ergoregion instability discussed here.
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for δ = 10−4M and different reflec-
tivity coefficients. The top and bottom panels refer to quasi-
Dirichlet (R & −1) and quasi-Neumann (R . 1) boundary
conditions. In both cases, when |R|2 . 0.996, the instability
disappears.
We have mostly focused on l = m = 1 fundamen-
tal modes, but our results are qualitatively valid also for
higher values of (l,m). However, the instability is ex-
ponentially suppressed in the eikonal limit [31, 32, 39]
so higher-l modes are less phenomenologically relevant.
Likewise, we have checked that overtones (n > 0) behave
similarly to the fundamental mode7 (n = 0).
The most natural extension of this work is the study
of gravitational perturbations. This case is considerably
more involved because of the interaction with the mate-
rial of the object and because the boundary conditions
are less trivial. At the same time, this extension is par-
ticularly important in order to quantify the amount of
absorption that is needed to quench the ergoregion in-
stability of gravitational perturbations, and to fully as-
7 It is interesting to note that – in some corners of the parameters
space – some overtone and some l > 1 modes can have imaginary
part which is larger (in the unstable regime) or smaller (in the
stable regime) relative to the fundamental mode. When this
happens the linear dynamics will be effectively governed by these
modes, with properties similar to those shown in the main text.
sess the viability of spinning ECOs. In this respect, it
is tantalizing to note that an absorption rate of ∼ 0.4%
corresponds to the maximum superradiant amplification
factor for scalar perturbations of a Kerr BH [26, 66]. If
this analogy extends to the electromagnetic and gravi-
tational cases, a much higher absorption rate would be
required to quench the instability, although we expect
the result will crucially depend on the spin and on the
compactness of the object.
Our results are valid for those models which predict
almost perfect reflection at the surface [15, 51], but our
framework can be applied directly to other specific mod-
els of ECOs, for example wormholes and gravastars (cf.
Ref. [54] for a review). In these models, the reflection co-
efficient is generically frequency dependent, as recently
shown in Ref. [67] in the case of a static wormhole. A
natural application and a reliability test of our work can
be done by computing R(ω) for specific models of spin-
ning ECOs and mapping it to our framework.
It would also be interesting to extend our analytical
estimates to the highly-spinning case, using the same ap-
proximation adopted in Refs. [55, 68]. The study of more
generic boundary conditions (e.g. of Robin type) is also
left for future work.
Finally, although our results suggest that the ergore-
gion instability might be avoided in certain models of
ECOs, understanding its evolution and end point (likely
a slowly-spinning ECO at the threshold of the instabil-
ity, a ≈ acrit), as well as studying the evolution of other
possible nonlinear instabilities of ECOs [39] remain in-
teresting open problems.
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Appendix A: QNMs of ECOs in the small-frequency
limit
In this Appendix we derive analytical expressions for
the QNMs of a spinning ECO in the small-frequency
regime. The derivation is a straightforward extension
of previous work by Vilenkin [30] and by Starobinski [55]
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(cf. also Ref. [35]) and it is based on a matched asymp-
totic expansion.
At infinity, the radial wave equation (4) reduces to
∂2r (rRlm) +
[
ω2 − l(l + 1)/r2] (rRlm) = 0 , (A1)
whose general solution is a linear combination of Bessel
functions. The requirement of purely outgoing waves at
infinity fixes the ratio of the two free coefficients. When
rω  1, such solution reads
Rlm ∼ α (ω/2)
l+1/2
Γ(l + 3/2)
rl + β
(ω/2)−l−1/2
Γ(−l + 1/2)r
−l−1 , (A2)
where the absence of ingoing waves at infinity implies
β = −iαeipil.
On the other hand, in the region near the compact
object the radial wave equation (4) reduces to
∆∂r (∆∂rRlm) +
[
r4+ (ω −mΩ)2 − l(l + 1)∆
]
Rlm = 0 .
(A3)
The general solution of Eq. (A3) is a linear combination
of hypergeometric functions. The ratio of the two free
constants is fixed by the boundary conditions imposed
at r = r0. The large-r behavior of the solution is
Rlm ∼
(
r
r+ − r−
)l
Γ(2l + 1)
Γ(l + 1)
[
A
Γ(1− 2i$)
Γ(l + 1− 2i$) +
+ B
Γ(1 + 2i$)
Γ(l + 1 + 2i$)
]
+
+
(
r
r+ − r−
)−l−1
Γ(−2l − 1)
Γ(−l)
[
A
Γ(1− 2i$)
Γ(−l − 2i$) +
+ B
Γ(1 + 2i$)
Γ(−l + 2i$)
]
, (A4)
where $ ≡ (ω −mΩ) r2+/(r+−r−), r− = M−
√
M2 − a2,
and the ratio B/A is fixed by the boundary conditions.
The matching of the Eq. (A2) and Eq. (A4) in the
intermediate region yields [35]
B
A
= −R− + i(−1)
l(ω(r+ − r−))2l+1LS−
R+ + i(−1)l(ω(r+ − r−))2l+1LS+ , (A5)
where
L =
pi
22l+2
(Γ(l + 1))2
Γ(l + 3/2)Γ(2l + 2)Γ(2l + 1)Γ(l + 1/2)
(A6)
and R± =
Γ(1±2i$)
Γ(l+1±2i$) , S± =
Γ(1±2i$)
Γ(−l±2i$) .
Once the desired boundary conditions (either the
Dirichlet or the Neumann) are imposed at r = r0,
Eq. (A5) becomes an algebraic equations for the com-
plex frequency ω in terms of (l,m), r0 and the spin a.
When δ → 0, the QNMs in the small-frequency regime
can be written as [30, 55]
ωR ' 1
2|r0∗|
(ppi − Φ) +mΩ , (A7)
ωI ' 2βl r+M|r0∗|
[
mΩ− ωR
r+ − r−
]
[ωR(r+ − r−)]2l+1 ,(A8)
where r0∗ is the tortoise coordinate of the Kerr met-
ric evaluated at r = r0. The above equations reduce
to Eqs. (13)-(14) in the nonrotating case. (For highly-
spinning objects the result is more complex and was re-
cently derived in Ref. [69].) Since ωI  ωR in the δ → 0
limit, the phase Φ can be computed by solving the alge-
braic equation Eq. (A5) with ω = ωR, either with Dirich-
let or Neumann boundary conditions on Y (defined in
terms of Rlm above Eq. (7)). Figure 6 shows the phase
for different values of the distance δ spanning over ten
orders of magnitude. As δ → 0, the phase approaches a
constant value which is well fitted by
Φ =
Φ0
(1− χ2)B
(
1 + C1χ+ C2χ
2 + C3χ
3 + C4χ
4
)
,
(A9)
where χ = a/M and Φ0 ≈ (9.47, 9.45), B ≈ (1.1, 1.06),
C1 ≈ (0.03, 0.01), C2 ≈ (−1.1,−1), C3 ≈ (0.36, 0.16),
and C4 ≈ (−0.31,−0.13) for Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions, respectively. By replacing Eq. (A9)
into Eqs. (A7) and (A8), we get an analytical estimate
of the QNMs of an ECO in the small-frequency regime.
Figure 7 shows a comparison between the numerical and
the analytical results both for Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary conditions at r = r0. As in the nonspinning
case, the agreement between the analytical and the nu-
merical results is better for the real part, and it is overall
good when Mω  1.
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FIG. 6. Phase of the reflected wave as a function of the spin,
both for Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions and for
different values of the distance δ. In the nonrotating case,
Φ ≈ 3pi for both choices of boundary conditions.
Appendix B: Ergoregion instability of superspinars
(a/M > 1)
For completeness, in this appendix we briefly consider
scalar perturbations of an ECO violating the Kerr bound,
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FIG. 7. Real (top panel) and imaginary (bottom panel) part of the fundamental QNM of an ECO as a function of the spin,
for l = m = 1. The left (right) panels refer to Dirichlet (Neumann) boundary conditions at r0 = 2M + δ with δ/M = 10
−7
(δ/M = 10−5). Dashed curves correspond to the analytical result [cf. Eqs. (A7)-(A8)], which is valid for Mω  1.
namely with a/M > 1. This case was previously stud-
ied in the context of the ergoregion instability of super-
spinars [35, 36]. When a/M > 1, the geometry does not
possess an event horizon so r0 is arbitrary. However, to
avoid naked singularities and closed-timelike curves, the
condition r0 > 0 should be enforced [36].
The fundamental mode for a model of superspinning
ECO with Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed at r =
r0 is shown in Fig. 8 for different choices of r0. (We
checked that the Neumann case is qualitatively similar.)
As already found in Ref. [36], the mode is unstable only
below a critical value of the spin, acrit(r0), which is shown
in Fig. 9. This result, together with Fig. 3, suggests
that the ergoregion instability is not effective for ECOs
spinning either below [a/M < O(0.1)] or above [a/M >
O(1)] some critical spin, whose exact value depends on
the compactness of the object (cf. Figs. 3 and 9).
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